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THE FORDINGBRIDGE SURGERY 

 

Practice Profile 2021 

 

 

This booklet is intended to give you some background information about who 

we are and how we work in Fordingbridge.  It does not tell you everything, 

simply an introduction, so if you want to know more, please ask! 

 

As you meet us and look around the Surgery, we hope you find this a friendly 

and happy place.  We are fortunate to live and work in a beautiful part of the 

country; a happy and fulfilling place to work for clinicians and non-clinicians.  

Our aim is to provide high-quality family medicine for our patients, and run 

an efficient business. 

 

 

 

 

The Fordingbridge Surgery 

Bartons Road 

FORDINGBRIDGE  

Hampshire SP6 1RS 

Telephone: 01425 653430 

E-mail: fordingbridgesurgery@nhs.net 
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The Doctors 
 

 

Dr Phil Downes   MBBS DRCOG MRCGP 

St Thomas’s 1991  Senior Partner 

 
Born and bred in the New Forest, and having completed my GP training 

at Fordingbridge, I am proud to be a true local!  I have enjoyed 

practising in New Zealand and Denmark, but come from a medical 

family and have always wanted to be a GP.  I am thrilled to be a Partner 

in this happy Practice.  I am responsible for the Warfarin Clinic, and am 

involved in training GPs at the surgery.  

 

 

Dr Toby Wallis    MBBS DRCOG MRCGP  

Charing Cross 1997 Partner 

 
I trained as a GP in Poole in 1999 and was a Salaried GP for 2 years in 

Corfe Mullen before being tempted away to the New Forest as a Partner 

within The Fordingbridge Surgery. Since starting at Fordingbridge I 

have developed the Minor Surgery Service and perform approximately 

200 Vasectomies per year for the patients of the New Forest.   I am the 

lead GP for commissioning for our practice and try to represent the 

views of the practice for the benefit of    our patients; to ensure they get 

good quality services.  I have a young family and still live in the Poole area.  I am a keen 

sportsman and enjoy sea swimming all year round (brrrr!) as well as cycling and running.  I 

occasionally put all this together and compete in Triathlons.   

 

Dr Joanna Dingley  BMBS DCH MRCGP 

Nottingham 2000  Partner 

 
 I was brought up in Lyndhurst and feel so pleased and privileged to 

have been able to return to the New Forest to be a Partner in this 

dynamic and happy Practice. I qualified from Nottingham in 2000 and 

worked for a couple of years in New Zealand before returning to 

Salisbury to complete my GP training which culminated as a GP 

Registrar here in Fordingbridge. I joined the Fordingbridge Surgery as a 

Partner in May 2008 and so far have loved every minute! My interests 

are in child health and practice management. There are many changes and opportunities within 

General Practice at the moment and I hope to be able to make the most of these for the benefit of 

our patients. I live in Salisbury with my husband who is a renal doctor, and our five hens. In my 

spare time I enjoy reading, travel and more recently I have been re-landscaping and replanting 

our back garden. 
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Dr Holly Williams BM MRCGP DRCOG DFSRH   

Southampton 2006 Partner 

 
I qualified from Southampton in 2006 and have always worked locally 

in and around Salisbury since then, both at the hospital and in General 

Practice.  My love of Fordingbridge started in 2007 when I spent 4 

months at the surgery as a junior doctor.  The joy of General Practice 

first struck me when working in Fordingbridge and I immediately 

applied for GP training, vowing to return one day.  I completed my 

training as a registrar at the surgery in 2012 and am delighted now 

to join as a partner.  My areas of interest are women’s health and sexual and reproductive health, 

although I enjoy the variety that my job has to offer.  I live in Salisbury and have two young 

children, who keep me fit and the local ducks well fed. 

 

Dr Charlotte Hillsley BMBS DCH DFSRH MRCGP  
Peninsula College of Medicine and Dentistry 2008 

    Partner   

 
I qualified from the Peninsula College of Medicine and Dentistry in 

2008 and thoroughly enjoyed living in Devon and Cornwall whilst at 

medical school. I grew up around the Fordingbridge and New Forest 

area and feel it is an absolute privilege to return to Fordingbridge to 

practice as a GP. 

I have very much enjoyed working as a junior doctor in Salisbury 

Hospital throughout my training and completed it as a registrar at 

Fordingbridge. I am delighted to have the opportunity to continue to 

work here as a salaried doctor and am looking forward to rising to the challenges general 

practice has to offer. My special interests include child health and women’s and sexual and 

reproductive health. I live in Salisbury with my husband and young son and I enjoy keeping fit 

and reading in my spare time. 
 

 

  

 

Dr Stephen Arthur MB ChB MRCP (UK) MRCGP 

Leicester 2007 Associate GP 

 

I qualified from the University of Leicester in 2007 and completed my 

GP training there, finishing in 2012. I worked as a salaried GP in a busy 

Leicester City practice for just over 18 months before making the move 

South in March 2014 to live in Bournemouth. I have an interest in 

general medicine and have completed my Membership to the Royal 

College of Physician in 2011. Away from work my interests are sports 

and travelling. I was a National Age Group Swimming champion as a 

teenager but now swim for enjoyment and fitness. 
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Dr Alex Corcoran  BM, MRCGP 

Southampton 2011 Associate GP 

After graduating from the University of Southampton in 2011, I 

completed my junior doctor years in Winchester. I then spent an 

enjoyable year working in Sydney, Australia, but chose to return to the 

UK to train as a GP in the Salisbury area. This training included a 

placement at Fordingbridge surgery. I enjoyed my time here so much 

that I have returned having completed my GP training in 2017. 

Outside of medicine I love sport and play football and squash regularly. 

I play drums also at my local church and at home to unwind. I am 

married and we have recently had a baby which is a joy and also keeps me 

constantly on my toes! 

 

Dr Jessica Mason   MRCGP, BM 

Southampton 2013 Associate GP 

 I graduated from Southampton Medical School in 2013 and went on to 

complete my junior doctor training in the Midlands at Royal Stoke and 

Telford hospitals. I am originally from the Midlands 

(Wolverhampton/Staffordshire) but now happily settled down south after 

starting my GP training down here in Poole in 2016. I fully qualified as a 

GP in August 2019 and have an interest in palliative care. Prior to starting 

my GP training my now husband and I had a year out travelling in 

Australia, New Zealand and parts of the USA. As well as travel I enjoy 

socialising with family and friends, scenic walks and have a keen interest in wildlife- particularly 

birds! I'm very pleased and proud to be part of the wonderful team here at The Fordingbridge 

Surgery. 

 

Dr Olivia Henry  MB BCh, MRCGP, DRCOG 

Cardiff 2012  Associate GP 
 

I graduated from Cardiff Medical School in 2012 and completed my 

foundation training in Dorchester and my GP training in Southampton. 

After qualifying I worked in Hampshire as a GP and then for a short 

period in Hertfordshire and am delighted to have returned to the 

Hampshire area.  

Having grown up in Poole, I am excited to return to the area to live and 

work. My particular interests are women’s health and I have done 

additional post graduate exams to further my knowledge in this area. I 

also enjoy paediatrics and elderly care. I enjoy the acute and chronic aspects that General 

Practice offers and the day to day variation of the job. 

 

Dr Rosalind Green   MBBS  MRCP 

Newcastle 1996  Associate GP 
 

I qualified in Newcastle in 1996 and gradually moved further south, 

moving to Salisbury after a stint working in General Practice in London as 

well as in sexual health clinics and with refugees. More recently I have 

concentrated on medicine for older people. I particularly enjoy the variety 

general practice has to offer and the opportunity for preventing as well as 

treating disease.  I live locally with my husband and children and love to 

spend time gardening, with wildlife and my family.  
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Dr Josh Goldacre 
Information to follow 

 

 

Dr Alexandra Marriott  MRCGP, BM, BMedsci  

Southampton 2012  GP Retainer 
 

I graduated from Southampton Medical School in 2012 and completed 

my junior doctor training in Poole and Portsmouth hospitals. I qualified as 

a GP in 2017 and worked at a practice near Portsmouth before moving to 

Salisbury in April 2021.  

Having grown up near Fordingbridge I am very excited to return to the 

area to live and work. I have particular interests in elderly care and 

women’s health.  

In my spare time I enjoy running, horse riding and spending time with my 

family. I live near Salisbury with my husband and young daughter.  

 

Geography 

 
Fordingbridge is a small town (population approximately 6,300) on the edge of the New Forest, 

at the junction of the Hampshire, Dorset and Wiltshire borders. The town is built beside the river 

Avon and attracts holidaymakers, fishermen and walkers. The Practice is semi-rural, covering an 

area of more than 100 square kilometres, including the small downland villages to the north, the 

New Forest villages and the larger village of Alderholt in Dorset. 

 

Local facilities are good and the surrounding countryside offers great scope for various leisure 

activities.  Salisbury is our nearest city but Bournemouth and Southampton are also close, the sea 

is only 30 minutes away by car and London can be reached in 1½ hours on the train. The town is 

well known for its excellent schooling, many people moving here specifically to be in the 

catchment area for the village schools and The Burgate School (comprehensive).  There are also 

two grammar schools in Salisbury where some Fordingbridge children attend. 

 

Demographics 
 

Our Practice is the only one in the area, with a list size of approximately 12,800 patients. The 

population is generally well-motivated, stable and willing to care for each other.  We have a 

higher than average number of over 65s (22%), and an even higher proportion of over 85s 

compared to national average.  There are two nursing homes and one rest home. The social range 

is very broad, from the humble to the grand! 

 

Premises 
 

The Surgery  
 

We moved to this building in 1993, on the site of our Community Hospital, and extensions were 

completed in 2002 and 2005. We are proud of our premises and believe they will speak for 

themselves when you visit us. We have on site/campus access to x-ray, physiotherapy, 

chiropody, OT and social services, and also a number of visiting Salisbury consultants who do 

outpatient clinics with us.  There is also a branch surgery in Alderholt, connected by modem to 

the clinical computer system.   
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Practice Organisation 

 

Management 
 

Mrs Michelle Raymond is our Practice Manager.  The management of the Practice is helped by 

each of the clinical Partners carrying a portfolio covering different aspects of the Practice. There 

are leads of the nursing and non-clinical departments who meet regularly with Mrs Raymond and 

a GP. 

 

Advanced Nurse Practitioners and Nursing Team 
 

We have Advanced Nurse Practitioners who are pivotal in our daily triaging service.  They also 

manage patients with complex chronic diseases.  We have Practice Nurses who run our well-

appointed treatment room with the full range of GP services but also have in addition travel and 

INR.  We have Healthcare Assistants who, as well as helping their clinical colleagues and 

doctors, run their own range of practice services too, including leg ulcers and phlebotomy.    

 

 
 

 

Community Hospital 
 

There is a Community Hospital next to our Surgery.  The Community Nursing Team are also 

based here. We no longer have admitting rights but it is used for “Step-Down” rehabilitation 

services. It is run as an outreach of Lymington Hospital. There is an x-ray facility in the hospital. 

We have access to these services. 
 

Attached Staff 
 

Our premises provide accommodation for Health Visitors and Midwives. We meet formally each 

week at coffee time.  The Community Nurse Team, Community Psychiatric Nurses and liaison 

social workers also attend for Practice Ward meetings and have an open invitation for coffee. 

 

Visiting Consultants 

 

We are very fortunate to have a number of Salisbury-based Consultants who do outpatient clinics 

with us in Fordingbridge. They include ENT, paediatrics and dermatology.  These clinics are 

based either in our premises or in the community hospital. 

 

Dispensing 

 

The list size is approximately 12,800 and we dispense to around 40% of these patients.  This 

service is an asset to us and to our patients. We run a delivery service. 

 

Computer/clinical records 

 

‘TPP SystmOne’ is our clinical computer system.  We are fully networked and all clinical notes 

in the electronic record.  Letters are all scanned into the medical records; radiology and 

pathology results come through direct links.  Our Operations Manager, Mrs Kelly Doris, keeps 

us abreast of changes and new ideas. 
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Training and Education 

 

Fordingbridge has been a popular training Practice for over 25 years.  We must be doing 

something right as five of our doctors were previous GP registrar/specialist trainees!   

 

Our practice ethos is that The Fordingbridge Surgery is a first class learning environment and all 

partners, clinicians and non-clinicians contribute to this.   

 

Dr Phil Downes is the GP trainer. Dr Holly Williams supervises the F2 doctors and Dr Hillsley 

coordinates the 3
rd

, 4
th

 and 5
th

 year Southampton medical students when they attend their 

community attachments.  We have regular clinical educational sessions in house and we run a 

mentoring / tutorial system for our ANPs and our salaried GPs. 

 

Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) 

 

We are part of the West Hampshire CCG and have established a good relationship with them.   

Dr Toby Wallis is the lead GP in this management area and attends locality meetings with our 

Practice Manager, Mrs Raymond.  Relevant information is cascaded to the rest of the team at our 

regular meetings. 


